Abstract: Depression in later life is a significant and growing problem. Age-related differences in the type and severity of depressive disorders continue to be questioned and necessarily question differential methods of assessment and treatment strategies. A host of geropsychiatric measures have been developed for diagnostic purposes, for rating severity of depression, and monitoring treatment progress. This literature review includes the self-report depression measures commonly and currently used in geropsychological practice. Each of the included measures is considered according to its psychometric properties. In particular, information about reliability; convergent, divergent, and factorial validity evidence based on data from clinical and nonclinical samples of older adults; and availability of age-appropriate norms was provided along with the strengths and weaknesses of each measure. Results highlighted that in cognitively intact or mildly impaired patients over 65 years, the Geriatric Depression Scale and the Geriatric Depression Scale-15 currently seem to be the preferred instruments. The psychometric functioning of the Beck Depression Inventory-II and the Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale, instead, is mixed in this population. Most importantly, this review may be a valuable resource for practicing clinicians and researchers who wish to develop state-of-the-science assessment strategies for clinical problems and make informed choices about which instruments best suit their purposes in older populations.
Introduction
The words "depression" and "ubiquity" are often found in the same sentence, 1 and according to the World Health Organization, 2 by 2020, depression will be the second leading cause of disease worldwide. Moreover, depression appears to increase with age, 3, 4 probably because of physical and mental decline and infirmity, with consequent restricted activity and low perceived sense of controlling one's own life and destiny. 5, 6 Background: prevalence and correlates of late-life depression Depression is a costly, persistent, and common debilitating condition among older adults. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] Specifically, 52% of cases have their first onset of depression at age 60 or older. 13 According to some epidemiological studies, the point prevalence of major depression is 4.6%-9.3% in patients over 75 years and increases to 27% in those over 85 years. 16, 17 Because depression appears to compromise the functioning of the immune system, it might impair the body's resistance to disease and predict a more severe or fatal course of illness. In addition, more than other forms of psychological distress, late-life depression reduces survival: according to several studies, severely depressed older adult patients die at a rate significantly higher than others (controlling for sex, preexisting chronic health problems, socioeconomic status, and fitness). 3, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] A small part of excess mortality among the depressed is due to suicide, which has its highest rates among the older adults, 25, [29] [30] [31] with estimates from 6 to 83 per 100,000 for men and from 7.4 to 31.4 for women among adults aged 65+ years in European countries, 26 and these estimates increase if accompanied by poor health and social isolation. 27, 28 Particularly, if depression is caused by or accompanied by poor health and social isolation, it readily leads to hopelessness and suicidality. 27, 28 Finally, up to 50% of patients with Alzheimer's disease develop a depressive disorder, although it is unclear whether depression is a causative or risk factor or a prodromal symptom of Alzheimer's. 32, 33 In sum, examining diagnostic and clinical characteristics of late-life depression is of fundamental importance, given its severe and wideranging implications.
Specific diagnostic and clinical features of the late-life depression
The validity of existing criteria for geriatric depressive disorders (eg, Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-Fifth edition, DSM5; APA, 2013) continues to be questioned. Existing data suggest that there are qualitative differences in the clinical presentation of depression in younger and older adults, and that the different presentations of depression in older adults are not fully assessed by the current measures of depression. 8, 17, 34 Accordingly, late-life depression presents unique characteristics to researchers and clinicians interested in the nature, assessment, and treatment of depression. 35, 36 Among these: 1. The overlap between dementia and depression in the older adults. Subjective experiences of cognitive impairment and memory loss are typical symptoms of depression in the older adults mistaken for dementia. 37 Psychomotor retardation and passive refusal to respond appropriately to cognitive tests are typical symptoms of "pseudodementia," that is, depression mistaken for dementia. 3, 38, 39 2. The overlap with somatic symptoms. Somatic symptoms associated with depression tend to be emphasized more by older depressed patients, while feelings of dysphoria or sadness are reported less. 40 At the same time, it is necessary to underline that late-life depression often occurs in the context of coexisting medical problems (such as neurological, arthritic, and endocrine diseases, as well as the side effects of medications such as tranquilizers, neuroleptics, or drugs for hypertension) and increased use of medical services. 41 
The relationship between depression and anxiety.
As anxiety typically precedes depression in older adults, [42] [43] [44] as well as in younger adults, a thorough examination of the comorbidity of anxiety and depression and the consequences of that comorbidity is warranted. Estimates of the prevalence of anxiety disorders in older adults with depression are as high as 50%, 45, 46 while prevalence estimates of depression in older adults with anxiety disorders range from 25% to more than 80%. 47 An overlap between these two disorders is a critical issue in terms of both adequate assessment and appropriate treatment, and recognition of comorbidity is critical to solid case formulation and predicting treatment outcomes. Indeed, comorbidity generally predicts a poorer treatment response for patients with depression and is also associated with greater psychological impairment. 42 4. Underrecognition of depressive symptoms. Older adults are significantly less likely 1) to verbally express their moods; 7 2) to recognize depression symptoms (anhedonia, loss of interest, low mood) that they attribute to normal aging process; [48] [49] [50] 3) to endorse cognitive-affective symptoms of depression, including loss of pleasure, dysphoria, and worthlessness; 17,51 4) to declare a decline in sexual functioning, because they are offended by questions about sexuality. Because late-life depression has a different manner of presentation, several geriatric-specific variants of depression have been proposed. One of these, the "depletion syndrome," is characterized by hopelessness, loss of appetite, thoughts of death, and lack of interest. 52, 53 Another variant is the "depression-executive dysfunction syndrome." 54 In this syndrome, cognitive performance is typically impaired on measures of verbal fluency, naming and initiation/perseveration, and psychomotor retardation and anhedonia are included, but vegetative symptoms, agitation and guilt 
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Measures of depression in older adults are less severe than in other types of depression. Test measures were found to underestimate the depletion syndrome, although they generally inflated the extent to which depression was found in older adults. Thus, the measures currently used may underestimate depression in older adults because they do not measure the most common subtype of geriatric depression. 55 Assessing late-life depression via selfreport measures Self-report measures are widely employed to assess the incidence and severity of depressive symptoms in both epidemiological studies and in clinical settings with older adults. 56 Typically, this method of assessment is conducted using a paper-and-pencil format, although the questionnaire can also be completed via computer. Depending on the questionnaire, this method is relatively brief, taking as few as 10 minutes, and patients may complete the questionnaire outside medical context. Nonetheless, the self-report method for assessing depression has its limitations, including vulnerability to misinterpretation and response biases. 57 In addition, self-report questionnaires may not be sufficient as the sole approach for measuring suicidal ideation, and are not well suited for individuals who have difficulties with reality testing, have a thought disorder, or have such severe symptoms that they are unable to concentrate. Furthermore, it can be tempting to use the cutoff score of a self-report inventory as the single means of deriving a diagnosis, a practice that should be avoided. 1 Indeed, respondents scoring above the established cutoff level should be interviewed to assess the depressive disorders criteria found in the DSM5, 58 such as degree of impairment, duration of symptoms, and comorbid psychiatric disorders. 59 Finally, it must be emphasized that only clinical interviews and observation are capable of capturing information such as nonverbal aspects, which are essential for diagnosis. [60] [61] [62] For example, negative emotions and social behaviors are indicators of severity of depression and relevant predictors of its clinical remission [63] [64] [65] [66] that are beyond the control and awareness of the patient answering a questionnaire. 67, 68 In addition, assessing depression symptoms in older adults via self-report measures can be more difficult than in younger cohorts due to the number of specific factors mentioned above that characterize this disorder in late-life. 9, 10, 59, [69] [70] [71] For instance, although questionnaires can be quickly completed and scored, other time-intensive, interviewer-administered measures may be necessary when patients are cognitively impaired.
Aim of this review
Successful treatment depends on effective assessment. 72 Accordingly, this literature review intends to describe the most commonly and currently used depression self-report measures validated for use with older adults. To this end, we present information addressing the psychometric properties (eg, normative data, reliability, and validity, as well as sensitivity and specificity diagnostic statistics), to provide practical assessment recommendations for clinicians and researchers and to aid them in their choice of measure.
Method
A major attempt was made to identify all relevant instruments for a possible inclusion in this review. This entailed searching professional peer-reviewed journals, comprehensive literature reviews, test manuals, and multiple computer searches. Pertinent studies were identified through keyword searches in scientific databases that target the majority of published literature in the social and medical fields (eg, Google Scholar, Wiley Online Library, PubMed, Web of Knowledge and PsycINFO). Search terms (or word stems) consisted of ("depression*" Manual searches of relevant peer-reviewed journals (eg, "Psychology and aging," "International Journal of Geriatric Psychiatry," "The Gerontologist," "Psychology and Aging," "Clinical Gerontologist," "Journal of Gerontologist," "International Psychogeriatrics") were also conducted. The reference sections of the identified manuscripts were screened for additional studies. Studies considered in the current review met the following inclusion criteria: 1) the study reports original research investigating psychometric properties (ie, reliability, factorial, convergent, and divergent validity); 2) the most currently used self-report measures have been taken into consideration; 3) study participants were included as both clinical and nonclinical groups; and 4) the study was published in English.
Final selection was based on the following criteria: the self-report measure must 1) assess depressive symptoms; 2) be administered by self-report; 3) be set in adults aged 65 years and above; 4) be characterized by some known psychometric properties.
Measures typically used to evaluate diagnostic criteria or features of specific anxiety disorders, such as mood disorder, major depressive episode, and others (eg, guilt, corumination)
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Balsamo et al were excluded. [74] [75] [76] Figure 1 provides a synthetic flow diagram of the multistep selection procedure adopted in this review. 77 Using these criteria, the most commonly used measures to evaluate depression in older adults included the Zung SelfRating Depression Scale; 78 the Geriatric Depression Scale, [79] [80] [81] the Geriatric Depression Scale -short form; 82 the Beck Depression Inventory -II; 83 and the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale, 84 together with its short forms of 11, 85 10, 86 and 8 items. 87 To facilitate readability, we adopted a standard outline that is used to describe each instrument. We first present an overview of the structure and the items of the instrument, including response format, norms and the scoring procedure, are described. We also included a brief description of the specific population for which the test was developed. We then reported relevant findings regarding internal consistency and test-retest reliability, and various validity estimates if available are reported. Clinical utility was rated as "high" if a given instrument was frequently used in clinical settings, or "limited" if if not or if clinicians found that the time or cost associated with the measures was somewhat prohibitive. Table 1 presents a summary of the characteristics for each measure.
Results
Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale (SDS) General characteristics
The Zung SDS is a self-report measure of depressive symptoms, 78 composed of 20 items that investigate pervasive affect, physiological and psychological aspects related to pervasive affect. It was specifically designed for patients with a primary depression diagnosis, and targeting a wide range of related symptoms. Categories of items were selected based on factor analyses found in the literature that provided the most common types of symptoms associated with depression. Specific items within these categories were then developed using illustrative verbatim records taken from sentences from patient interviews of patients that were the most representative of the symptoms involved. 78 Of the 20 items, 10 are worded positively (eg, "I feel hopeful about the future") and 10 negatively (eg, "I feel downhearted and blue"). Each item is rated on a four-point scale with anchor points referring to the amount of time the symptom is currently experienced. These range from "a little of the time" to "most of the time." The total score is obtained by summing the ratings from the 20 items for a total score ranging from 20 to 80, with higher scores indicate higher levels of depression. An index score can also be obtained by dividing the obtained raw score by the maximum possible score of 80 and expressed as a decimal. 78 The SDS was administered to a clinical sample of n=31 patients with primary diagnosis of depressive disorders, 25 nondepressed patients disorders, and to a control sample of 100 subjects. Mean scores were: 0.74 for of the depressed group, 0.53 for the group with other psychiatric disorders, and 0.33 for the control sample. In several later studies, an SDS cutoff score of 46 achieved 
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Measures of depression in older adults 80% sensitivity and 85% specificity. 79 Sensitivity was equal to 76% and specificity 96% for a recommended cutoff of 45 among 40 healthy oldest old (mean age of 80 years). 88 An SDS total score greater than or equal to 50 achieved 83% sensitivity and 81% specificity, while a score greater than or equal to 60 achieved 67% sensitivity and 92% specificity in a clinical sample of 40 chronic pain patients, ranging in age from 21 to 77 years. 89 On the basis of these studies, the following norms and interpretative guidelines were established: below 50= normal; 50-59= mild depression; 60-69= moderate to marked depression; $70= severe depression. The SDS takes approximately 5-10 minutes to complete. 90 
Reliability
In the study by Gabrys and Peters, 91 split-half reliability was high, with r=0.94, as well as internal consistency, with αs of 0.88 for the clinical sample (n=369) and 0.93 for controls (n=218). Mean item-correlations were r=0.82 and r=0. 85 , respectively. 91 In the validation study of validation of the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS), 79 Cronbach's α was 0.87, and the split-half reliability coefficient was 0.81 in a sample divided into a clinical sample (n=60) and a control sample (n=40). 79 In a study by Knight et al, 92 the Cronbach α was 0.79 in a nonclinical sample, ranging in age from 16 to 89 years. In a study by Agrell and Dehlin, 88 reliability of the SDS was high, with Cronbach's α equal to 0.83 in 40 patients who had previously had a stroke, ranging in age from 61 to 93 years. Also Dunn and Sacco also reported an α of 0.84 in a nonclinical sample of 439 older adults (mean age =74 years). 93 In the study by De Jonghe and Baneke, 94 Cronbach's α of the SDS was 0.82 and split-half coefficient was 0.79, in a clinical sample ranging from 19 to 59 years. Finally, in a study by Dugan et al, 95 Cronbach's α of the SDS was 0.84 in a sample of 1,109 ambulatory cancer patients ranging from 18 to 80 years and over. Overall, the internal reliability of the SDS appears to be moderate to high, ranging between 0.79 and 0.93. This is most apparent among the oldest old. 96, 97 Older adults tend to score higher than younger adults, possibly due to the somatic items included in the scale. 98 Convergent and discriminant validity Zung et al (1965) found significant and positive correlations between SDS and Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) several scales in 152 patients. 99, 100 In particular, correlation of the SDS was 0.70 with D (depression) scale, 0.68 with the Pt (psychastenia) scale, and 0.13 with the Ma (hypomania), as expected (P not reported). In a subsequent study by Zung, 101 in a clinical sample of 159 subjects, the correlation between the SDS and the MMPI D Scale T-scores was 0.59, due to the higher percentage of younger patients. In another study by Zung, 102 which illustrated the development of the Depression Status Inventory (DSI), 102 the correlation between the SDS and the DSI was r=0.87 (P,0.01) in a clinical sample of 225 patients. Biggs et al found correlation of r=0.80 (P,0.001) between the SDS and the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HRS) in a clinical sample. 103, 104 In a study by Yesavage et al SDS correlated r=0.84 (P,0.001) with the GDS, and r=0.80 (P,0.001) with the HRS in a clinical and control groups. 79 In a study by Turner and Romano, 89 correlation of the SDS was r=0.76 (P,0.01). with the MMPI D scale, r=0.86 (P,0.01) with the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI), 105 and r=0.85 (P,0.01) with the short form of the BDI (BDI-SF). 106, 107 A lower correlation, r=0.54 (P,0.001) was found between the SDS and the BDI in a separate study. 108 In a study by Agrell and Dehlin, 88 correlation of the SDS was r=0.88 (P,0.001) with GDS, r=0.81 (P,0.001) with Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale, r=0.70 (P,0.001) with HRS, r=0.82 (P,0.001) with Comprehensive Psychopathological Rating Scale-Depression (CPRS-D) in a nonclinical sample. 109 The only low correlation value (r=0.32; P,0.02) was found with the Cornell Scale (CS). 88, 110 In another study, 93 the correlation of the SDS was r=0.59 (P,0.001) with the GDS, and r=0.57 (P,0.001) with the Depression Symptom Checklist (DSC) in a nonclinical sample. 111 Regarding the discriminative validity (that is the extent to which scores on a measure distinguish between groups known or suspected to differ on the construct assessed by the target measure), examination of mean scores indicated that the SDS adequately discriminated among nondepressed and depressed patients (t=30.85; P,0.001). 91 A cutoff score of 40 (index score =0.50) was established to examine predictive validity. Of the nondepressed clinical group, 23% scored above the cutoff, yielding a successful prediction rate of 77%. Of the depressed clinical group, only 8% scored below the cutoff, yielding a successful prediction rate of 92%. 91 
Factorial structure
In an initial factorial analysis of the SDS in a nonclinical sample, four factors emerged, with the first identified as "loss of self-esteem," and the remaining three factors were more focused on biological symptoms. 101 The four-factor structure, accounting for more than 50% of the total variance, was also confirmed by Steuer in a clinical sample of 60 depressed older persons, 112 and by Depressed Mood"; "Somatic -Non-Eating"; "Somatic -Eating") in a study on nonclinical subjects between 50 and 80 years of age. 113 In a meta-analysis on the factor structure of four depression questionnaires, examining 13 studies and more than 12,000 subjects, three factors were found for the SDS, and accounted for 60% of the variance. The first factor was labeled "Positive Symptoms" (nine items); the second factor was labeled as "Negative Symptoms" (eight items); and the third was a factor that other studies called "Somatic Symptoms" or "Appetite" (three item). 114 Finally, in a recent study, the four-factor structure was confirmed via exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis by Romera et al. 115 Factors, explaining 36.9% of total variance, were labeled "Core Depressive Factor" (eight items), "Cognitive Factor" (four items), "Anxiety Factor" (three items), and "Somatic Factor" (three items).
Clinical relevance
In the initial study, the test developer claimed that the SDS yielded a quantifiable rating of current depression in a group of hospitalized inpatients. 78 Subsequently, the purpose was to demonstrate the usefulness of the SDS in an outpatient clinic, as well. 99 Following these studies, several authors have supported the validity of the SDS as an effective tool for measuring depression severity during treatment and for discriminating between depressed and nondepressed patients. 94 In addition, a study showed that the SDS was a valid instrument for assessing depressive symptomatology in ambulatory cancer patients. 95 According to Blumenthal, the continuous use of this instrument has led to its greater validity. 116 The clinical utility of the SDS was evaluated "high" by Nezu et al. 1 The SDS is easily and quickly administered and scored, and can readily serve as an initial screening for depression. The SDS is also suited for ongoing assessment, as repeated administrations are unlikely to be taxing to clients or clinicians. The research applicability of the SDS was also judged as "high," as well. 1 The SDS has been used in numerous research studies as a brief measure of depression. Moreover, due to its brevity, it can be easily added to an assessment. Overall, based on its psychometric functioning, the SDS is probably a good but not the best choice for a depression assessment instrument for older adults at this time. Further research on its psychometric properties and norms may yield a more positive impression of this instrument in the future. 73 The GDS
General characteristics
The GDS is a self-report scale specifically designed to measure depression among older adults population. [79] [80] [81] It contains 30 items that may be administered orally or in written format. Each item is scored 0-1 and is rated on dichotomous (yes/no) format. For its development 100 questions, concerning the main themes of depression were selected and administered to a mixed sample that included 
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Balsamo et al subjects suffering from depression and subjects with no history of mental illness, aged over 55 years. On the 100 items only the 30 items with higher and more significant correlations with the total score were selected. Items that assessed somatic symptoms were excluded because of their low correlation with the total score. 79 Of these 30 questions, 20 indicated the presence of depression when answered positively, and 10 when answered negatively. The total score ranges from 0 (not depressed) to 30 (maximum severity of depression), with a cutoff identified at 11 for the presence of clinically relevant depressive symptoms. 79 Specifically, suggested score ranges for mild, and moderate to severe depression are 11-16, and 17-30, respectively, with levels of sensitivity and specificity varying according to some extent by the sample population characteristics. [117] [118] [119] [120] Lower accuracy was found in healthy, highly educated community-dwelling older adults. 118 Although the time to complete the GDS varies from 10 to 15 minutes, it takes at least 30 minutes or longer in patients who are either hearing or cognitively impaired. 59 Although an specific time reference is not included in the instructions, each question is worded in the present tense to imply recent experience of depressive symptoms.
Reliability
Reliability evidence was established by the test developers in a mixed sample, subjects suffering from depression and subjects with no history of mental illness, aged over 55 years old. 79 Cronbach's α of 0.94, split-half reliability coefficient of 0.94, and test-retest reliability of 0.85 (P,0.001) were found in this normative sample. Another study examined the reliability of the GDS among 193 younger adults (age 17-55 years) because younger samples sometimes serve as control groups in studies of geriatric depression. Results yielded an alpha coefficient of 0.82, a median correlation with the total score of 0.38, a mean interitem correlation of 0.15, and a split-half reliability of 0.80. 121 Further evidence for reliability has been found in older adults patients with stroke (α=0.90), 88 for clinical and nonclinical subjects (α=0.99; test-retest reliability =0.94, and split-half reliability coefficient =0.84), 122 for older adults in the Veterans Administration hospital (α=0.92), 123 for older adults clinical sample who met DSM-IV criteria for Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD) (α=0.73), 124 for older adults nonclinical samples (α=0.91), 93, 125 for healthy nursing home residents (α=0.88), 126 for older adults diagnosed with GAD (α=0.73), 124 and hospitalized older adults (α=0.92). 123 129 and superior to the SDS (44.75). 79 In the normative sample, the correlations between the GDS and the SDS (r=0.84; P,0.001), and with the HRS-D; (r=0.83; P,0.001) were high. 79 High correlations were also found between the GDS and other scales by Snyder et al. 124 For example, GDS and SDS 0.88 (P,0.001); GDS and CES-D, 0.82 (P,0.001); GDS and HRS, 0.77 (P,0.001); GDS and CPRS-D, 0.86 (P,0.001). The correlation between GDS and the BDI has been found also high (r=0.78; P,0.0001) in a clinical sample of older adults. 124 Regarding its correlation with anxiety and the quality of life, correlations between the GDS and the Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety InventoryTrait Scale (STAI-Trait) were high (r=0.47, P,0.01), 130 and with the Quality of life inventory (QOLI) in a clinical sample affected by GAD (r=0.49, P,0.01). 124, 131, 132 Evidence supporting the use of the GDS with cognitively impaired individuals, instead, were mixed, with Feher et al confirming it as a valid measure of mild-to-moderate depression in Alzheimer's patients with mild-to-moderate dementia. 133 Indeed, some dementia patients disavow memory loss and tend to deny depressive symptoms on the GDS. Consequently, the use of the GDS in patients with severe dementia is not reccomended. 82, 134, 135 The correlation of the GDS with the CS was instead relatively high (r=0.77, P,0.01) in patients with mild dementia diagnosed with score of 22 or less on the MMSE, 136 but weaker (r=0.37; P,0.17) with increased cognitive impairment. 88 On the other hand, the GDS has been found to have: 1) better sensitivity and specificity than the HRS-D and the SDS in older adult psychiatric patients, discriminating better between 
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Measures of depression in older adults the depressed and not depressed; 137 2) moderate sensitivity (82%) and specificity (86%) with dementia patients in a long-term care facility using the diagnosis of a psychiatrist as the criterion measure; 138 3) moderate sensitivity (82.6%) and specificity (81.3%) in an inpatient, mostly cognitively impaired, geriatric sample. 139 Moreover, Allen-Burge et al reported gender effects on the GDS, with poorer detection of depression in males. 140 
Factorial structure
Different factorial structure models of the GDS were proposed in different samples. In a nonclinical sample of older adults, while Sheikh et al found a five-factor solution, which accounted for 42% of the total variance ("Sad mood," "Lack of energy," "Positive mood," "Agitation," and "Social withdrawal"), 141 Parmelee et al found a six-factor solution, accounting for 52.3% of the total variance ("General dysphoria," "Worry," "Withdrawal/apathy," "Vigor," "Decreased concentration," and "Anxiety"). 125 Salamero and Marcos in their factorial analysis of a nonclinical older adults sample aged 60-95 years had found three factors that explained only 36% of the total variance. The results found, however, are not satisfactory. 142 Adams et al found a five-factor solution in a nonclinical sample of 294 older adults aged 60-98 years that accounted for 50.4% of the total variance ("Dysphoric Mood," "Hopelessness," "Withdrawal-Apathy-Vigor," "Worry" and "Cognitive"). 143 In a meta-analysis conducted by Kim et al, the role of language was analyzed in 26 studies, given that the GDS was translated into several languages. 144 Regarding the factorial structure, results showed how analyses of the individual language adaptation provided structures ranging from 2 to 9 factors, although the fourfactor structure resulted to be the best fitting. Three factors, called "Dysphoria," "Social withdrawal-apathy-cognitive impairment," and "Positive mood," commonly emerged, with "Positive mood" factor being the most similar across different languages.
Clinical utility
The GDS appears to be a useful screening instrument for depression in geriatric populations. Its clinical utility was evaluated as "high" by Nezu et al because the guidelines for interpretation are useful for gaging the severity of depression in older adults population. 1 Although it has been validated in a wide range of populations, the use of the GDS in different contexts is highly questioned. Lesher suggested that GDS may be useful for assessing Major Depression in older adults in a nursing home context. 122 According to Montorio and Izal, 145 the GDS has an excellent diagnostic accuracy in the community-dwelling older adults, but not in institutionalized older adults. Indeed, depressed individuals were more likely to fail to complete at least one item correctly. 146 In addition, based on the results obtained by Gallagher et al, 147 Yesavage et al who claimed that the GDS could also be used for depressed older adults with physical disabilities in addition to depressed but physically healthy older adults. 79 Given the mixed findings deriving from studies on the use of the GDS with cognitively impaired populations, Yesavage and Sheikh recommended the use of their test in mild or moderate dementia. 82 Wancata et al warned about using it with marked cognitive impairment. 135 As a practical measure, Stiles and McGarrahan suggested to initially screen the older individuals suspected of cognitive impairment using the MMSE. 120 With scores less than 15, the GDS score is suspect and can be disregarded as unreliable. Instead, with scores below 24, a GDS cutoff of 14 is suggested.
Geriatric depression Scale-Short form (GDS-S) General characteristics
The Geriatric Depression Scale-15 (GDS-15 or GDS-SF) is a 15-item version of the GDS, 82 developed to overcome fatigue and difficulty in maintaining the attention during the compilation of the test often found in older adults. Indeed, the time to complete the test varies from 2 to 5 minutes. 119 Of the 30 items of the GDS, the 15 items with greatest correlations with depressive symptoms were selected. The dichotomous response format ("yes/no" format) is unchanged. Of the 15 items, 10 indicated the presence of depression with affirmative answer, the remaining five indicated depression with negative answer. Initially, the GDS-15 was validated on a sample of 35 older adults (18 from the community, 17 from a variety of treatment settings for complaints of depression). In this sample, both the forms of the GDS differentiated between depressed and nondepressed patients, with a high correlation (r=0.84, P,0.001). 82 Similarly, Lesher and Berryhill found a strong correlation between scores on the long and short forms of the GDS in a clinical sample of older adults (r=0.89, P,0.01) and similar sensitivity and specificity with heterogeneous diagnostic groups. 148 , 149 Baker and Millaer found support for its sensitivity and specificity when used with medically ill skilled nursing home residents, 150 
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Balsamo et al and Wengel found less support when used with cognitively impaired individuals. 151 In a recent systematic review by Pocklington et al, 152 the recommended cutoff scores ranged from 4 to 6 in various older adult populations.
Reliability
In a clinical sample of patients with diagnosis of depressive disorder according to the criteria of the International Statistical Classification of Diseases, Injuries and Causes of Death (ICD-10), 153 the Cronbach's α was 0.81. 10 In nonclinical older adults samples, the alpha coefficients ranged between 0.75 and 0.76. 154, 155 In a recent study on a nonclinical sample of 204 Iranian older adults, the Cronbach's α was higher (α=0.90), the split-half coefficient was 0.89, and test-retest reliability after 2 weeks was 0.58 (P,0.001). 156 Furthermore, correlations (r=0.84-0.85, P,0.01) at 1-2 weeks retest suggested that the GDS scores reflected stable individual differences. 119 
Convergent and divergent validity
Among 72 older adults, both the long and short forms of the GDS were administered to three diagnostic groups were identified: depressed patients, patients with dementia, and patients with thought disorders. The Pearson correlation between the two forms was high for the total sample (r=0.89, P,0.001), depressed patients (r=0.90; P,0.001), patients with thought disorders (r=0.91; P,0.001), and lower for the patients with dementia (r=0.60; P,0.001). 148 In a clinical sample of older adults ranging in age from 65 to 89 years, the correlation between the GDS-15 and Montgomery Åsberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS) was high (r=0.78, P,0.0001).
157,158
Friedman et al investigated the construct validity of the GDS-15 in a nonclinical sample of older adults sample (ranging in age from 65 to 100 years) by examining correlations between its total score and the presence of major depression as indicated by the Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview Major Depressive Episode (MINI-MDE). 155, 159 Receiver operating curve analyses supported the criterion validity of the GDS-15 in successfully differentiating between depressed from nondepressed participants (AUC =0.858, SE =0.018, 95%, CI =0.823-0.892).
155
Factorial structure
Factor-analytic studies of the GDS-15 most frequently identified a two-factor solution was most frequently identified. However, a stable factor solution was not consistently found across studies and samples, as the nature of factors extracted in various studies changed. Friedman et al examined the factor structure of the GDS-15 in a nonclinical sample of 960 adults aged 65 and older. 155 They found five factors, that accounted for 54% of total variance, but retained only two factors, the most clinically and theoretically reasonable (explaining 33% of the variance), labeled "Depression" and "Positive affects." Similarly, in a clinical sample of older people aged 59-85 years, Malakouti et al found two factors, 156 namely, "Depression" (which included 11 items and explained 49.1% of the variance) and "Psychosocial activities" (which included three items, and explained 9% of the variance). Cronbach's αs for the two factors were 0.92 and 0.52, respectively, and their intercorrelation was 0.50 (P,0.001). In the sample of nondemented, demented, and depressed older adults, a two-factor model, including "Life satisfaction" and "General Depressive Affect" factors, was found stable across the nondemented and demented samples, but only one factor was evident in the depressed older adults, suggesting that poor life satisfaction impacts score on the GDS-15. 160 
Clinical utility
The most desirable features of the GDS-15 are its ease of administration and economy of time, important characteristics for a depression scale for the older adults. 82 Pocklington et al provided an updated report of the widespread use of the GDS-15 in both practice and research across different linguistic and clinical settings. 152 The GDS-15 offers an added value in the primary care detection of late-life depression when compared to the original longer form, as well as other tools (eg, the BDI). 135, 155, 161, 162 Particularly, Mitchell et al's recent meta-analysis reported that its higher mean sensitivity (81% vs 77%) and specificity (78% vs 65%) compared to the GDS long form. 161, 162 In addition, the GDS-15 showed significantly higher efficiency (78% vs 71%), computed as the proportion of all cases who were either true positives or true negatives, 163 and utility (0.75 vs 0.60), as defined by the clinical Utility Index. 164 These findings were confirmed by a recent meta-analysis. 152 However, while some recommended the use of the GDS-15 for screening major depressive disorder in older adults, 156 other authors affirm that the longer form is more reliable and valid in care home settings, 162 and in nursing homes. 135 
Beck depression inventory-II General characteristics
The BDI-II is one of the best-known and most widely used self-report questionnaire for measuring the severity of depression in diagnosed patients and for detecting possible 
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Measures of depression in older adults depression in normal populations of adults and adolescents aged 13 years and older. It is currently available in more than 10 languages. [165] [166] [167] [168] [169] [170] [171] Compared to its predecessors, the Beck Depression Inventory-I (BDI-I; Beck et al) and the Beck Depression Inventory-IA (BDI-IA; Beck & Steer) , 105 ,172 the BDI-II was designed to align more closely with the diagnostic criteria for major depressive disorder (MDD) as operationalized in the fourth edition of the DSM, 173 and to include atypical and severe depressive symptoms.
The BDI-II is composed of 21 items, each representing a symptom characteristic of depression, such as guilt, low mood, loss of interest, suicidal thoughts, and worthlessness. For each symptom, patients rate how they have felt in the last two weeks (in line with the diagnostic criteria for MDD of the DSM-IV), 173 on a Guttman scaling designed to assess the depression levels. This is a graded series of four alternative statements, representing ascending levels of severity, from the absence of a given symptom (eg, "I do not feel disappointed in myself ") to a maximum level of severity (eg, "I hate myself "). The items are scored from 0 to 3, with the sum of the scores representing the BDI-II total score, which can range from 0 to 63. Scores from 0 to 13 indicate minimal depression, scores from 14 to 19 mild depression, scores from 20 to 28 moderate depression, and scores from 29 to 63 severe depression. 83 However, contrary to these score ranges suggested by the authors' manual for the BDI-II, other authors established different cutoff scores in specific populations. For example, using a cutoff of 16, the BDI-II seems to be an adequate screening tool for depressive disorders in advanced cancer patients with an average age of 60 years. 174 In any case, this scale was developed as a quantitative measure of depression and was not originally designed to yield a discrete or categorical diagnosis of depression, thus such scores should not be used as the sole source of information for diagnostic purposes. 83 Rather, it was developed to assess the depression as one single dimension of psychopathology that cuts across a wide variety of diagnostic categories. It can usually be completed in 5-10 minutes.
Reliability
The test-retest reliability coefficient estimated by the test developers on 26 outpatients from a normative sample including older adults, was equal to 0.93, considering an average time interval of 7 days between application and the reapplication of the scale. 83 With regard to its internal consistency, coefficient alphas estimates were found to be 0.92 and 0.93 for a psychiatric outpatient sample (N=500), and 0.93 for a group of college students (N=120) in the manual. 83 Other studies documented its adequate internal consistency with Cronbach's α that ranged between 0.76 and 0.91 in American older adults, 175 community-dwelling older adults, 176, 177 Puerto Rican older adults, 178 older cardiac patients, 179 and women residing in retirement communities. 180 Among medical samples of older adults with a mean age of 62 years, the internal consistency ranged from 0.89 to 0.92. [181] [182] [183] Good reliability and validity were obtained by administering the BDI-II via telephone to the older adults diagnosed with generalized anxiety disorders. 184 
Convergent and discriminant validity
The construct validity of the BDI-II was mainly supported by its significant relationships with its predecessor and with other measures of depression. The BDI-II manual (Beck et al) reported correlations of 0.93 (P,0.05) and 0.84 (P,0.05) with its predecessor in two samples of 191 subjects, including older adults, and 84 outpatients, as well as a correlation of 0.71 (P,0.05) with the Revised Hamilton Psychiatric Rating Scale for Depression (HRS-D-R). 83, 185 Furthermore, test developers reported correlations of 0.68 (P,0.05) and 0.37 (P,0.05) with the Beck Hopelessness Scale (BHS) and the Beck Scale for Suicide Ideation (BSI), both constructs generally viewed to be conceptually related to depression. 186, 187, 271 Segal et al found a solid evidence for convergent and discriminant validity of the BDI-II in a sample of communitydwelling older and younger adults. 177 The BDI-II was significantly and positively correlated (r=0.69, P,0.001) with the CES-D, and (r=0.66, P,0.001) with the Coolidge Axis II Inventory (CATI), 188 as well as with the CATI Anxiety subscale (r=0.60, P,0.001) the CATI Anxiety subscale (r=0.60, P,0.001), and with OAS (r=0.45, P,0.01). 272 Regarding psychological well-being, the BDI-II was significantly and negatively correlated (r=-0.60, P,0.001) with the Short Psychological Well-Being Scale (SPWB) total score and each of the six SPWB subscales (rs ranging from -0.31 to -0.64, P,0.001). 189 Regarding the stress, the BDI-II was significantly and positively correlated (r=0.64, P,0.001) with the Perceived Stress Scale (PSS) score. 190 Regarding health status, the BDI-II was significantly and negatively correlated (r= -0.27, P,0.001) with subjective health. A significant positive correlation (r=0.71, P,0.001) was also found between the BDI-II score and the total score of GDS in community-dwelling older women, ranging in age from 65 to 91, with mean age of 77. 180 One of the criticism of the BDI-II, that probably generalizes to all depression instruments is that this instrument does not discriminate adequately between depression and anxiety. 72 However, it was also more strongly 191, 192 Factorial structure
According to the BDI-II manual, 83 two two-factor models emerged consistently by iterated principal exploratory factor analyses. The first model, that emerged in the psychiatric outpatient sample, was termed somatic-affective and cognitive (SA-C), and the second model, that emerged in the student sample, was labeled as cognitive-affective and somatic dimensions (CA-S). Some items were consistent indicators of the cognitive dimension and other items consistently define the somatic dimension. The remaining items variably load on one factor or the other to produce either a CA factor or an SA factor. A study by Steer et al confirmed the noncognitive (somatic-affective) and cognitive dimensions of the BDI-II as identified by Beck et al in depressed geriatric inpatients. 83, 181 However, a confirmatory factor analysis with multiple-group analysis in a sample of community-dwelling older adults showed that the Steer et al's model did not fit the data well, 181 probably due to methodological factors such as the different nature of the samples (depressed patients vs nonpsychiatric community-dwelling individuals) and the different types of extraction techniques (iterated Maximum-Likelihood Factor Analysis vs CFA with multiple-group analysis). 177 According to a study with Puerto Rican older adults, the items that make up the BDI-II could be grouped into four factors: negative attitudes, cognitive-behavioral, biological and somatic factors. 178 However, a stable factor solution was not consistently found across studies and samples, and the number of factors extracted in various studies ranged anywhere from 1 to 7. 193 
Clinical utility
The clinical utility of the BDI-II was classified as "high" by Nezu and colleagues, 1 because of its clinical sensitivity and specific consistence with DSM-IV criteria. Among the positive features of the BDI-II are the fact that it likely captures as many depressive symptoms as possible and has been frequently considered the most widely used screening instrument in large-scale population-based studies among cognitively normal older adults persons, 194 and to assess depressive symptomatology in older nonclinical samples.
178,180 Indeed, it is brief, easily scored, and easily administered. 83 Moreover, BDI-II has been proven to be a helpful instrument for clinicians who work with depressed geriatric inpatients. 181 On the negative side, the self-report nature of the BDI may affect its results due to response sets, such as social desirability or respondent educational attainment, or the gender effect. [195] [196] [197] For example, older women seem to be more hesitant to complete the BDI-II than other measures of depression. 180 In addition, individuals with cognitive impairment might have difficulty completing the BDI-II, particularly linked to the Guttman response scale. 198 This difficulty is reflected by higher false positive rates in Alzheimer's patients. 199 Interestingly, these differences cannot be attributable to somatic symptoms. However, the somatic content of some items may complicate interpretation of scores, as the complaints can result from depression, physical disorders, or both. 177 These results reinforce the need to consider the influence of older adults' somatic complaints when assessing depression, particularly among medical patients. 200 Center for epidemiological Studies Depression Scale (CeS-D)
General characteristics
The Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale (CES-D) is a 20-item self-report measure designed from large-scale epidemiological studies in the general population to measure current levels of depression. 84 Each item provides a statement representing a symptom characteristic of depression (for example "I had crying spells") and is rated on a four-point Likert-type scale for frequency of symptoms in the last week. Sixteen items range from 0 ("rarely or none of the time," that is less than 1 day) to 3 ("most all of the time," that is 5-7 days), representing ascending frequency, while four items are written in the opposite direction (from 3 to 0), representing descending levels of frequency. The sum of the ratings of the 20 items provides a total score, ranging from 0 to 60 with the higher scores indicating higher frequency of depressive symptomatology experienced during the past week. Originally, items of the CES-D were chosen from other existing valid measures of depression to cover the areas of depressed mood, feelings of helplessness, loss of energy, and disturbances of sleep and appetite. 201 Norms were based on three community samples and two psychiatric patient samples, including 4,996 nonpatient adults, and 70 adult psychiatric patients. 84 The CES-D consistently demonstrates four factors: "depressed affect," "positive affect," "somatic and retarded activity," and "interpersonal relations" across multiple subgroups, including older adult samples, and with the general population, 84, 202, 203 although some items cross factors across studies. This requirement is fundamental for instruments intended for epidemiological studies, and therefore to be generalized across subgroups. 
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Measures of depression in older adults used in clinical, community-based, and older adults living in residential homes settings. [204] [205] [206] [207] [208] [209] [210] Originally, a cutoff score of 16 was found as a suitable indicator to differentiate between depressed and nondepressed patients. 84, 211 However, high rates of false-positives with the suggested cutoff scores of 16 were reported in medical patients by Schein and Koenig. 212 Consequently, they suggested a two-stage approach to the use of the CES-D in this population to improve diagnostic efficiency. First, examinees must meet the minimum cutoff total score of 16. Second, the examinee must obtain a score of at least four on the depressed affect subscale. Of note, Radloff and Teri highlighted that, while mean scores for males consistently increased with age, mean scores for females were highest in the 55-59 and 75 and older groups and lowest for the 60-75 years old. 201 More recent studies designated a cutoff score of 15 in the general geriatric population to have sensitivity ranging from 57% to 100% and specificity ranging from 68% to 88%. 71, 213, 214 However, no indicators have been designated to discriminate depressive subtypes or to distinguish primary from secondary depression. Thus, as Radloff and Nezu et al concluded, appropriate cutoff of the CES-D for clinical screening is yet to be validated. 1, 84 Indeed, as seen in cutoff scores for all the measures, investigators suggested that this may be too low for some older adult populations, producing too many false-positives, 22, 215 and too high for detecting depression in healthy populations. 118 
Reliability
In normative sample internal consistency coefficient alpha estimates were found to be 0.85 for the general population and of 0.90 for the patient sample. 84 Also Himmelfarb and Murrel found αs of 0.85 in nonclinical sample and 0.90 in clinical samples of older adults. 22 Recent studies showed good reliability both in nonclinical older adults (from α=0.81 to α=0.93), 71, 177, 207, 220, 221 and clinical samples of older adults, such as older medical inpatients (α=0.86), 212 and older adult caregivers (α=0.88). 203 Again, Zhang et al confirmed these results through omega coefficients both in Chinese (ω values ranging from 0.72 to 0.87) and Dutch (ω ranging from 0.74 to 0.82) samples of dwelling older adults. 222 A recent study found an α values of 0.89 among a sample of urban community-dwelling older adults. 223 Regarding the short forms, α estimates of the CES-D-10 were found to be ranging from 0.71 and 0.86 in a nonclinical sample of older adults aged of 65 and over, 210, 218, [224] [225] [226] and from 0.78 to 0.92 in a clinical sample of older adults aged 55 and over. 70, 216, 222, 227, 228 Test-retest reliability was reasonably good (ranging from r=0.44 to r=0.83; P,0.01 or less). 70, 86, 216 The split-half coefficient was 0.65 (P=0.01), while the testretest reliability after 2 weeks was 0.49 (P=0.01). 210 The CES-D-8 showed an α value of 0.84 in a large sample of European older adults. 217 Recently, an 11-items version of the CES-D has been used. 85 This version showed an α of 0.83 in a sample of older adults, ranging from 65 to 101 years, from a range of urban and rural areas. 219 
Convergent and discriminant validity
Strong evidence supports the construct validity of the CES-D and its short forms scores as measures of various aspects of depression. 22, 71, 202 The CES-D-20 showed a significant correlation of 0.69 (P,0.001) with the BDI-II in a community-dwelling older adults, 177 r=0. 130, 231 Górk-iewicz and Chmiel found no significant correlation with the Barthal Index. 221, 236 Regarding the short forms of the CES-D, Andresen et al originally showed significant r value equal to 0.36 (P,0.005) between the CES-D-10 and the Pain Scale (PS), 86, 237 r=0.43 with the Stress Scale (TSS), 238 and r=-0.63 with the Positive Affect Scale (PANAS-PA). 239 Consistent with research, 70 demonstrating the inverse relationship between depression and life satisfaction (r=-0.44, P,0.01) measured with the Life Satisfaction Scale (LSS), 240 quality of social network (r=-0.30, P,0.01) measured with the Lubben Social Network Scale (LSNS), 241 and daily functioning (r=0.41, P,0.01) measured with Activities of Daily Living (ADL). 242 Differently, studies investigating the validity of the CES-D-8 are scarce, to date. 243 The discriminant validity of the CES-D-8 was supported by its negative correlations with nondepression variables such as life satisfaction (r=-0.52, 246 self-esteem, assessed by the Rosenberg SelfEsteem Scale (RSE) (r=-0.45, P,0.01), 247 social relationship (r=-0.21, P,0.01) and anxiety measured by an adopted single-item of the Norman et al Overall Anxiety Severity and Impairment Scale (OASIS) (r=0.59, P,0.01).
217,248
Factor structure Both exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses have suggested the different structure of the scale. With regard to the CES-D-20, Zhang et al showed that, in two samples of Chinese and Dutch nonclinical older adults aged 55 and over, Radloff's four-factor model resulted to significantly fit better compared to a single-factor, three-factor, and second-order model. 84, 222 Hence, a model of four dimensions of the CES-D seems to be the most informative in assessing depressive symptoms in both the Chinese and Dutch older adults populations. Regarding the CED-D-11, in a home healthcare older population aged 65 years and over, Gellis reported the latent constructs of Depressed Affect, Positive Affect, Somatization, and Interpersonal Relations, as hypothesized. 219 Malakouti et al found a twofactor structure. 210 These same results have been found by Andresen et al for the CES-D-10. 86 
Clinical use
Nezu et al evaluated the clinical utility of the CES-D as "limited."
1 Although the instrument has good sensitivity and specificity, it is intended for research purposes only. 1 Indeed, its research applicability was judged as "high" because it has been used to measure change in depressive symptomatology over time and as a screening tool for inclusion in treatment studies. Overall, the strengths of the CES-D include the availability of norms based on a large representative sample, its factor invariance across age groups, its demonstrated reliability and sensitivity in older adults, its widespread use in epidemiological studies. 22 Its disadvantages include its response format, which may be difficult and somewhat less reliable among individuals with cognitive impairments, 85 its differential responding patterns depending on ethnic groups, 249 its low specificity at a cutoff of 16, 250-252 using a diagnosis of major depression as a criterion, suggested that should be better suited as a screening than diagnostic tool. The length of the form and its of administration (it can be completed in less than 10 minutes), and the emotional stress related to questions have forced the researchers to address their efforts to develop shortened versions of the scale. [85] [86] [87] 216, [253] [254] [255] Specifically, the CES-D-11, 85 the CES-D-10, 86 and the CES-D-8, 87 are composed of 11, 10, and 8 items. These versions are often preferred to the 20-item original form. 217, 218 For example, a comparison between the CES-D-10 and the CES-D long form was quite favorable, resulting in only one misclassification using the CES-D-10. Irwin & Owen found excellent sensitivity for major depression in older adults of the CES-D-10. 216 A cutoff score of 10 or more has been used for CES-D-10 and of 16 for CES-D-11. 86, 219 No sensitivity has been still found for the CES-D-8. 218 Again, the CES-D-11 possesses good psychometric properties when used with older adults' home care, given that in home health care, the challenge of screening lies in discriminating depression from the medical condition in older adults. Overall, in the context of routine mental health screening, the short forms of the CES-D potentially positively identify older persons experiencing depressive symptoms and may contribute to immediate individualized treatment planning. In fact, the shortened version of the CES-D does not appear to compromise the psychometric properties of the instrument and patients reported ease of use. Nonetheless, several methodological issues have to be considered. The revised 11-item CES-D has not been validated in older adult home care populations and did not use a DSM-based measure of depression due to the nature of the home care environment and time constraints on the home care provider. The psychometric results for the 11-item version CES-D look promising, and are comparable to the original scale. 219 Further validation is needed to offer a briefer version of a long measure that has proven to be taxing and difficult for older persons. Such investigation would assist home care clinicians in timely evaluation of their older client's mental health status. Regarding CES-D-10, literature has demonstrated that the CES-D-10 is applicable not only to normal older adults in the community, but also to geriatric patients in the clinical setting, with comparable utility.
70
Discussion
According to recent reviews and surveys, rates of major depression increase in adults over 80 years of age. This is probably due to the dramatic increase in the age group known as the "oldest old," those over age 85. 3,4 Moreover, 
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Measures of depression in older adults since suicide is the major life-threatening complication of depression and the most common clinical emergency encountered in mental health practice, 259, 260 early detection and treatment of depression in late-life not only improves functional status and quality of life, but also contributes to prevents premature death.
Most importantly, since discriminating assessment tools and finding evaluative information on their psychometric properties vex researchers and clinicians alike and are likely to contribute to schism between research and practice, 1, 261 here we aimed to provide a review of the current literature on the assessment of late-life depression via self-report measures. This is of information when deciding whether the psychometric properties of an instruments are sufficiently strong to warrant their use in either a clinical or research setting. Given that accurate and early detection and diagnosis of depression disorders in later life is crucial to initiating appropriate (pharmacologic or/and psychotherapic) treatment and can also be performed by nonpsychiatric physicians, 16, 69, 177 rapid and sound methods of identifying preliminary indicators of depression are crucial.
Firstly, it should be emphasized that the detection and assessment of late-life depression has been overlooked, misunderstood, or even misattributed, since symptoms are often confused with other medical problems such as loss of appetite, sleep disturbances, loss of energy, involvement, and pleasure, as well as with cognitive decline. 262 Late-life depression has been misinterpreted as senescence, an irreversible decline in mental and physical capabilities. Thus, a treatable disorder-like depression might be mislabeled as dementia or other chronic medical illness, or ignored altogether as less important than medical difficulties, or misdiagnosed as a largely untreatable problem. 263 A critical overview of key assessment issues in the latelife assessment should include the most common complications reported below. 1. Most existing depression rating scales currently used for older adults have been developed and validated in younger populations and their applicability with older adults has not yet fully been demonstrated. This aspect is decisive in light of the qualitative age-related differences in the clusters of symptoms reported in the Introduction. At present, no current assessment self-report tools discriminate between subtypes of geriatric depression. 55 The GDS is unique in that it was specifically developed for use in geriatric patients, and it contains fewer somatic items. 59 Both GSD and GDS short include questions within the past week and responses require only a "yes" or "no," making comprehension easier compared with the instruments that present four-choice answers. 2. Most extant depression self-report scales currently used for older adults (eg, BDI-II, CES-D, SDS) ignore the consider level of cognitive impairment along with visual deficits of the older patients. The validity of certain depression rating scales is significantly decreased in patients with a MMSE score equal or less to 15. 128, 264 3. None of the self-report depression scales currently used for older adults have items assessing differential signs of dementia. To avoid the confusion between dementia and depression in the older adults, it is crucial to be able to differentiate pseudodementia and depression. This distinction can be very difficult, but there are some key differences may be noticed. For instance, in depression 1) cognitive symptoms typically have a sudden onset, 2) symptoms such as inflated sense of guilt and self-reproach are usually also apparent, 3) recent memory is affected more than remote memory, and 4) cognitive difficulties frequently show a pattern of diurnal variation. These features are not assessed by any of the self-report measures presented here. Thus, a combination of assessment approaches (structured diagnostic interviews and selfreport measures of symptomatology) is the most useful, both diagnostically and in terms of case conceptualization and treatment planning. 265 4. Most self-report depression scales currently used for older adults, eg, the BDI-II, contain items tapping somatic symptoms. When the overlap of depressive symptoms and physical conditions is high, failure to take the physical illness into account may result in an overestimation of depression in such populations. This overlap may make affect treatment efficacy very difficult. Furthermore, scores on self-report indices could be inflated, indicating a severity of depression that continues to warrant treatment. On the other hand, over attributing these symptoms to physical illness when other mood symptoms are present represents underdiagnosis. Among patients at the end of the lifespan, diagnosis also entails differentiating depression from an expectable, nonpathological reaction to terminal illness. Depression treatment among the terminally ill is important, as untreated depression can reduce the quality of a patient's limited remaining time.
In attempting to differentiate between depression and medical complaints, a numbers of investigators have suggested that using questionnaires that focus less on the somatic aspects of depression and more on the cognitive 
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Balsamo et al and affective items may be the best indicators of depression and symptom change in such populations. 5. Most existing depression rating scales currently used for older adults, eg, the BDI-II, do not disentangle anxiety and depression. That is, they do not differentiate among these groups of patients. This lack of specificity prevents accurate differential diagnosis. 265 6. Existing depression rating scales currently used for older adults, like the CES-D, the GDS, the GDS-SF, vary in terms of their primary content focus and their coverage of the core symptoms of depressive symptomatology. 57, 266 This could result in the underrecognition of depressive symptoms. 7. Most existing depression rating scales currently used for older adults, like the CES-D, contain such statements that may lead to problems of interpretation. 116 For example, statements about suicidal intent, whether life is worth living, or whether one is hopeful about the future have different meanings in those at the end of their lifespan. These problems of unique interpretation can probably be dealt with adequately if an experienced interviewer administers the depression scale, and the scale is designed to elicit more open-ended responses from the patient in an atmosphere fostering good relationships. However, in designing a self-rating depression scale older adults, these issues need to be adequately addressed in the scale's initial development. Despite its ubiquity, depression has been difficult to define and often means different things to different people. 1 8. Most existing depression rating scales currently used for older adults did not differentiate unipolar depressive from bipolar disorder symptoms, given the high degree of symptom overlap. The issue of under-recognized features indicative of bipolar disorder among patients with ostensibly unipolar depression is of high clinical importance but is controversial. 267 According to some authors, 268, 269 approximately one-quarter of depressive patients recalled no manic or hypomanic episodes previously experienced, thus were misdiagnosed as the unipolar depression in primary care practices. Such potential misdiagnosis has important consequences for care because such patients are at increased risk for suicide, and, given treatment approaches for unipolar and bipolar disorder differ substantially, their condition might deteriorate or become treatment refractory, 270 if bipolar symptoms are not managed appropriately. Timely recognition of bipolar disorder by primary care physicians via self-report measures could provide long-lasting benefits for the patient even because treatment approaches for unipolar and bipolar disorder differ substantially.
267
Conclusion
The need for scientifically sound, but practical clinical tools is relevant for clinical assessment, intervention, and research of late-life depression. Here, several measurement issues related to assessment of depression have been examined in the Introduction.
Summing up, the use of depression self-report measures in older adults varies with their cognitive status. In cognitively intact or mildly impaired patients older than 65 years, the GDS or GDS short are currently the preferred instruments because the psychometric functioning of the BDI-II and CES-D are mixed in this population. 262 In cognitively impaired patients, interviewer-administered instruments should be preferred. 59 The use of depression self-report measures in older adults also varies with their clinical presentation. Depressed older adults may also present with unexplained somatic symptoms and may deny low mood or loss of pleasure. Consequently, clinical judgment may be more helpful than screening measures.
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